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Abstract 

We are making an accurate measurement of the LPM suppression of hremsstrah- 
lung with 25 GeV electrons. By using a 120 pulses l)el second beam, a precise 
BGO calorimeter, and spectrometer to tag the out,goiug elect I’OII~, we are able 
to make an accurate measurement of the bremsstrahlull g I)IIotons in t.he O-400 
MeV region, where the Bethe Heitler and LPM predictions difl’er \l’e are taking 
data with targets made of carbon; uranium, tungsten and iroll. wit.11 t,hicknesses 
in the 2% to 6% X0 range. In a.ddition, we a.re taking data ivit,h two \:ery thin 
gold ‘targets. The latter have thicknesses that are comparable to or less than 
the LPM formation zone length, and so should not eshibit l,P>,l suppression. 
We are also studying photons of a few Me\’ in energy, to te~.t t 11r closel>. related 
longitudina.1 density effect predicted by Ter-Mikaelian in wl~lch \.rr~. low c’l-lerg>’ 
photon emission is suppressed due to dielectric effects oI’ I IIF IIIP~~~IIIII. 

1. Introduction 

In the early 1950’s. it wa.s realized that, in contrast to t IIt (.lilssical pict,urr. 
bremsstrahlung is not a point interaction! When a high c?~rt:rg! electron es- 
changes a virtual photon with a nucleus and en1it.s a photor~ \ i;l I~~~c~ms~;trahlung. 
the longitudinal momentum transfer betweeu the cll(>ct ~OII i111~l tl1t3 liucleus is 
very small: 

rlJ2 E, E-, 

where 7 is E,/m, and the latter rela.tionship only holtls for I :-, << E,. Because 
(111 is small, by the uncertainty principle, t,he eschangr III~ISI take, place over a 
finite distance, h/qll. If something happens to the elect ~OII \vI~il(> ii t ra\‘erses this 
distance, the emission is suppressed. 

4 number of processes can perturb the electron a11c1 SO ?;111ppre?;a the brem- 
sstrahlung. In the LPM effect, if the electron scatt.ers I~>, a11 ail;le larger than the 
photon emission angle l/y, then the emission is suppress(>cl. Thi, happens when 
the photon energy is less than Ez/E~phf, where lZ~p.11 is a ttlaterial dependent, 
constant, 2.6 TeV in uranium and 4.2 TeV in lead. For C~S;IIII~~~P. for a 2.5 Ge\’ 
electron in uranium, the suppression is significailt. for 1)1lCJtClll c->nergies below 
250 MeV. Figure 1 compares the Bethe-Heitler spectrl111r \\.it II (I1t1 n~sults of a 
detailed LPM calculation3 for 25 GeV electrons ilr urani~~~~t 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the LPM 
(solid line) and Bethe Heitler 
(dashed line) bremsstrahlung 
cross sections for 25 GeV electrons 
in uranium. 

Fig 2. Layout of the proposed ex- 
periment. The scint,illnt,or is used 
to veto charged parlicles hitting 
the calorimeter. is due to syn- 
chrotron radiation I’IYJIII t IIP spec- 
trometer inagl~et 

A simi1a.r process affects pair creation by high c?l~rrg~. l)Ilotons. Beca.use 
the LPM effect depends on the electron energy, the effect Influences photon 
conversions only at higher energies. At, high enough pnrrgips;, t.he LPM effect, 
increases the effective radiation length, lengthening electromagnet~ic showers. 

For low energy bremsstrahlung photons, another pl~eno~~r~no~~ ( the longitu- 
dinal density effect, becomes importa.nt? In it,, the dielectric constant of the 
medium gives the photon a phase shift over the lengt,h of th(> formation zone. 
Then, contributions to the photon aniplittide from different portions of the for- 
mation zone stop adding coherently, reducing the photo11 amplitllclt~. This occurs 
when exp(i(lc .X -wt)) changes significantly over the forma.t.iolI zone, which hap- 
pens when k . x - wt x 1 for x = 1 = ct. Here k = &J/C = d/cd- 

where wp is the plasma frequency (SO-SO eV in dense medi;l). Some algebra 
shows that this effect is significant for photon energies below 5’~‘~~~ which occurs 

for ET/E, < +/me, which is 1.4 x lop4 in uranium and 5.5 x lo-” in carbon. 
For 25 GeV electrons, the dielectric effect appears for photjon c,nergies below 3.5 
MeV and 1.4 MeV respectively. 

Previous experiments have studied the LPM effect qualit.at ivel>-. Most of the 
experiments have used cosmic rays to study the LPM effect OII pair production. 
In 1977, a group at Serpukhov studied the LPN effect OII I,r(,IIlsst,ralllul:g using 
40 GeV electrons. They saw a somewhat larger effect t.11a11 pr~clicted 1,~. theory, 
but with la.rge systematic uncertainties!’ 

2. Experimental Apparatus 

The experimental apparatus, shown in Figure 2, is locatjcd in End Station A 
at SLAC. A low intensity (single e-) beam hits a. thin t,arget. c,lllit ting a photon 
which travels downstream into a BGO calorimeter. The electrons are bent, by a 
dipole magnet into a wire cha.mber which measures t,he PlPctroll tleflect8ion, and 

‘thus its momentum. 
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The calorimeter consists of 45 BGO crysta.ls, each llleasurillg 2 con square 
by 20 cm (18 X0) deep. It produces loo-150 photoelect,rons 1’er Me\:. and has 
an energy resolution of 8% FWHM at 40 MeV. The calorinlet,er is 50 meters 
downstream from the target, giving an angular resolution of 0.1 mra.d, allowing 
us to study the angular dependence of the LPM effect. Since the BGO light 
output varies with temperature, the calorimeter temperature is monit,ored with 
a thermistor. 

The 3.25 Tesla-meter magnet bends 25 GeV electrons by 4U mrad. Its rel- 
atively large fringe field starts the electron bending slowly, so relatively little 
synchrotron radiation hits the central area of the calorimeter. Six wire cha.mber 
planes are located 15 meters downstream from the magnet t,o t,rack the elec- 
trons. The 2 mm pitch wires measure electron momentum to 27 MeV/c, less 
than the uncertainty due to multiple scattering in the targets. Behind the wire 
chambers are lead glass blocks. They provide a simple‘ calorimet,ric way to to 
count electrons on a pulse by pulse ba,sis. 

The experiment requires a low intensity (1 electron/pulse) beam. The beam 
is produced parasitically from off axis elect,rons in the SLAC’ linear accelerator, 
while the main beam is being used for e+e- collisions. During llornlal operations, 
about 10% of the SLC beam is scraped off by collima.tors at. t,l~c~ c>ntl of the linac. 
Since the collima.tors are relatively thin (2.2 xi,), soiw liigll euergy photons 
escape from the collimators and continue downstream inLo t,hr~ hvr7111 switchyard. 
There, they hit a 0.7 X0 production target, a.nd are convrrtrd into csc- pairs. 
The electrons are captured by the A-line a.nd transported 10 t II? end sta.tion. 
Beam fluxes range up to 100 electrons/pulse, depending o11 the> .&line collimator 
settings. At 1 electron/pulse, the bea.m size (1~) is ,I 111111 x 2.1 111111 ( with 
angular divergence less than 0.05 mrad. and a.n energy sl)read of 0.1% full 
width. During data taking, the beam size is monit,orecl perio(l~callJ. with a 1 cm 
square silicon diode that serves as an a.ctive target,. 

3. Running Plan 

We will take data with five target materials: carbon. iroll. lead, tungsten, 
and uranium, in two thicknesses for each target. The t,arget t,hicknesses range 
between 2% and 6 % of X0. These thicknesses are a t,radeoff brt,ween a high 
rate and pileup from a a single electron interacting twice in th(l t,arget. The two 
thicknesses per material provide a check of our underst.allclitl~ of’ the rema.ining 
multiphoton pileup. 

Runs with an empty target holder have sl~ow~ that, beam related backgrounds 
to bremsstrahlung are small. As discussed a.bove, lit,t,lr syncllrotron radiation, 
a potential background below 1 MeV, hits the center ol’ 11le calorimet,cr. Ta.rget 
related backgrounds are also small. The rela.tive cross srctioll for c>lect.ronuclea.r 
reactions is small, and mostly removed by constraining t.ltcx total obser\:ed energy 
to the beam energy. There is a small background from trilllsitioll radia.tion as 
the electrons traverse the target. Although the transition radiat.ion intensity 
is low, the photon spectrum extends up to yw,, t,lie 5aii1e rnc’rg~. at, which the 
longitudina.1 density effect occurs. 

At the time of this writing, we are in the midst of data lakillg. Our plan is 
,&o collect 16 hours of data for each target material (corresponding to a.bout 3 
million single electron events) and 8 hours for the t,llick tare;c‘ls. III addition to 
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taking data at 25 GeV, we will also run at 8 GeV, where the LPM onset energy 
is a factor of 10 lower. This will serve a.s a systematic check of thr experiment 
and the LPM effect. 

Since the bremsstrahlung spectrum is proportional t,o l/E,, it, is convenient 
to bin data logarithmically in energy, so each bin has a. similar number of counts. 
For our data and a bin width AE = O.lE, the statistical accuracy is better tha.n 
2%. Thus, we expect to be limited by systematic errors. In a.ddition to the 8 
GeV running mentioned above, we have a number of other experimental checks. 
Target thickness effects are studied by Monte Carlo simulation and by taking 
data at two target thicknesses. The BGO calorimeter resolution is well known 
from a series of beam tests! 

Our largest systematic effect is likely to be the absolut,e BGO energy calibra.- 
tion. This is monitored in 4 ways: At low energies, we use radioactive sources 
and cosmic rays. At LPM energies, we will cross ca.libra.t,c t.h(~> calorimeter with 
the wire chamber. Finally, we will attempt to run a low energy (300-500 MeV) 
electron beam directly into the calorimeter. 

In addition to the standard targets, we will ta.ke dat,a wit,11 two gold targets 
with thicknesses 1% and 0.1 % of X0. These targets have t8hickllesses comparable 
to the formation zone length, and should not exhibit, the LPhl effect. 

4. Conclusions - 

We are in the midst of taking data which will allow IIS to lna.ke a high 
precision test of the LPM effect with 25 GeV electrons. Based on a prelimina.ry 
look, the data quality appears excellent, and we will presrut a full report in 
Calgary. 
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